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HAUPTMANN. 

The literary supremacy of the nineteenth cen

tury in England has not been equalled by any 

other century save one. The Elizabethan age was 

remarkable for the flowering of many forms of liter-

ature but it was chiefly notable for the splendour 

of its ~arna. The later century remarkable als=o 

:for the variety of its literary output is notable 

for its lack of drama. Not a single eminent drama-

tist is reckoned among its great.men. The older 

generation protests pointing to Byron, to Shelley , 

to Tennyson or to Browning and laying the blame for 

the failure of their so-called dramas upon the modern 

money-seeking star and a degenerate audience. But 

your "modern degenerate" accords the name of litera

ture and denies that of drama to Manfred or straff'ord. 

For a drama in the modern sense must find its f'ullest 

success when interpreted by actors, over the foot

lights, to an audience. The literature of the nine

teenth century failed as plays ·and the plays of the 

lb.ineteenth century failed as literature. The former 

~ still enjoyed in the home by the lovers of poetry 

and the latter 11ave slipped away into oblivion. 
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The t entieth century in England promises 

to be one of dramatic activity. Interest in the 

theatre on the part of the public and the production 

of original and strong, if not great plays, are most 

encouraging signs. The stimulation came from foreign 

sources. A brusk Norwegian has created a new drama

tic era . He has evolved a form which is in a new 

sense drama and in a new sense literature. In re

sponse to his insistent demand all the world of cul

ture is turning again to the theater. t'.Cbsen•s v.irile 

prose has rediscovered the theater to your lover of 

literature. His "criticism of li:fe," is a challenge 

to the thinker. The scholar, the poet and the philoso

pher , now again choose this difficult art form to body 

forth their message. From the tense realism of Ibsen's 

social dramas where his originality in both subject-matter 

and form is most .apparent, the pendulum has swung off 

to . the psychologic suggestiveness of Maeterlinck on 

the one hand, and to the fairy lore of Yeats on tbe 

other. Each of these totally different visions of 

life so anti~lal as to seem at times incapable of 

co-existence in the same era is true to our complex 

zeit-geimt, nay more, they are all to be found i~ n 

the work of one man. 
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Gerhardt Hauptmann is just now approaching those 

years Which should bring the maturity of his powers. 

AlreadY, if a biased contemporary can judge, his posi-

tion seems secure. Yet his fame rests on two or 

three plays so utterly unlike as to seem almost of 

d.if'terent times. His realism rivals Ibsen' q:md Zola 1 s. 

His weavers links him with Piers the Plowman and your 

modern socialist . The Sunken Bell, objectively 

Viewed transports one to · the dreamland of a mid summer 

night and Hannele passes the mind rapidly back and 

forth from the revolting utliness of a pauper house 

to the regions, 11pure and mi J d of serene air. 11 It 

is idle to speculate as to which of these represe- ts 

the real Hauptmann: which of the contending German 

schools can claim him for its mm. They all repre-

sent the real Hauptmann. It iS 
i glory that he is 

0 

sensitive to many pllases of our complex nwern life ; 

that ll.is plays mark· successive mile-stones in our era . 

Hauptmann is able to reflect the time spirit 

so truly and so variously because he has kept close 

to mother earth. He returns to the heart of nauure 

tor each fresh inspiration. His life in the 

Silesian mountains where he was born and reared is 

an obvious source of much 11 terary material. The 
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son of a prosperous inn-keeper has many a chance in 

the ever changing throng of guests, to study charac

ter1 the dramatisis chief stock in trade. From the 

crarnped orthodoxy of the neighborhood he caught the 

strain of mysticism whicl1 sometimes can be found 

running along with religious intolerance and f'orm-

ing if not its saving grace, at least its slight 

t ouch of poetry. In school he was~ like many another 

man afterwards great , rather dull and stupi cfcxcept 

in the not strictly academic pursuit of telling 

stories, Gculpturc, study at Jena, travel -in southern 

Europe with a copy of Childe Harold in his poeket, 

all claimed his attention and it was not untiJ ISS5 

w:t1en he married and settled in Erkner, f~ village 

near Berlin, that he definitely dedicated his time 

and. genius to the pursuit of literature. He had 

experiment cd with epics, with plays, ·with scu)lp ture, 

but now his novitiate is over; his career begins. 

Germamr has recently been "1rred. by a struggle 

not unlike ·the "Sturm und Drang " of Goethe's youth. 

In the seventies and eigl1ties of th~ent11ry 
all Germany was revolting against the existing social 

and political order. Individual freedom was widening 
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and man •s dignity /las man became the idea animat

ing all activity. The hereditary aristocracy had 

long ceased to be leaders in mind or spirit so 

that the middle classes were moved to a .. sert and 

ab l e to maintain their equality. Now as then a 

lower class is revolting against an upper . Self 

respect and burnan dignity has spread to incllJde 

the working classes whom the middle class have 

ceased to represent. From the north the insis-

tent challenge of Ibsen, from France socialism 

and the realism of Zola, from Russia the hmnanitar

ianism of Tolstoi, from all these sources stimulat

ing influences have poured in upon Germany to create 

t11ere a new era. 

The beginnings of this movement cannot be 

considered without involving Ibsen , Tolstoi and 

Zola. These men have been pionP,ers in nineteentbh 

century li tera.ture and art . They arc giants to 

eBcape Whose influence was practically impossible . 

In Germany even more than in other countries of 

Europe a little band of disciples read and discussed; 

produced their plays and imitated t~eir art . Tolstoi 
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the man and Tolstoi the artist are a stimulation 

and especially was he such to the eager young 

group leading the literary life of Germany. Zola's 

photographic realism had its influence aJso but 

even more to Ibsen were these men indebted. No~ 

where not even in his own country was he more 

warmly receiV'd, mo:=:re frequently and more adequately 

presented. such plays as The Doll's House and Ghosts 

did not have the s-1~ fate even in Germany of 

escapi g the restrictions of the censor . But th=e 

young leaders woill.ld have them and es1lblislrnd 11 Die 
I 

~ 

Freie Buhne, to realize their desires. Otto Brahm 

was the leac1er in this enterprise and succeeded in 

establishing in rgg9 an institution similar to th~ 
I' / / Theatre Libre of Antoine . The aim was to rproduce 

plays difficult of accesG on regular stages and those 

plays which incurred the displeasure of th~censor 

were open to members only. During the first year 

the repetoire included, Ghosts, Vor Sonnenau~gang, 

Das Friedensfest, B;jornson•s The Glove , an<l Tolstoi ' s 

Dominion of Darkness . The preponderance of foreign 

plays and the pr·~ference for strong realism le~d to 

the founding of anotl1er institution called the 
~ ,1 I{ 

"German Free Stage, and later the People's Free Stage, 
I 
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" It was the original",Freie Biihne, that received 

the support of the Young Naturalists and it was 

from its boards that they were inspired by Ibsen ' s 

new subject matter and structure. 

Hauptmann occupies a fl1remost position in all 

this/ -erman activity. The naturalists regarded 

him as their leader because of Vor sonnenaufgang 

and the whole country hailed him as a gP,nius when 

The weavers and The sunken Bell were published. 

Those pleas4d with one or another of t:t1ese attack 

him for oeparting from their preference, cry out 

that his work is already done; that Elga and 

Pippa Tanzt are stages in his disintegration. 
k 

This is an unfortunate position for 11:.is still 
/ young. His greatest work may appear at any time . 

His followers are near- sighted and demand that he 

shall be also . A reformer usually is; but Hauptmann 

is not a reformer, he is a seer . In some of the 

plays the vision is obscured and he might truly say, 

11 Now I see thru a glass darkly but then face to face, 11 

but always he is perfectly true to the vision as he 

then se:s it. 
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Hauptmann began with what WLJS near him,the people 
~ of ]b,tg beloved Silesiarn mountains, where he lived. 

in his youth. Some of the peasants had become euddenJy 

rich thr~ finding coal under their lands and he gives 

a horrible picture of the moral degeneration which 

followed. The rich killed their souls and ruined 

their bodies with all sorts of excesses and indul

gences while in the background were the dark and 

hating faces of those peasants who remained poor 

and sweat out their lives in the coal mines. A 

typical household is set before us where drink is 

ruining them "even unto the third generation." The 

old father is never sober, the step mother is 

thoroughly bad, a married daughter ruins herself 

with dJ.•ink and the most tragic figure of all is 

HeJene, a young girl recently returned from school 

into a hopeless enviromnent because she is helpless. 

Her lover, a young scientist and reformer from the 

outside world deserts her whem he realizes that the 

laws of enviromnent and heridity are against her. It 

is a strong and terrible piece. It was first produced 
11 ,, 

upon the Freie BUbne , in I~g9 and was exceedingly 
I 

popular with certain classes. The critics denounced 

it savagely saying t11e situations, dialogue and 

characters were morbid and immoral. 
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In discussing an author's first play it is 

a temptation to emphasize the infl11ences of others; 

to charge Hauptmann in Vor sonnenaufgang with having 

gotten his idea of heredity from Ibsen•s Ghosts, 

his nerve racking hoDror from Zola, the suspense and 

off-stage action of the fifth act from Maeterlinck's 

Intr uder. He may have been suggestively influenced 

by all of these but the main thing is that there are 

distinctively original and strong Hauptmann character-

istics • Here is the quivering syrnpatl1Y with the 

lower classes, the natural t blkY dialogue by means 

of which a power of strong characterization is re

vealed; qualities which he possesses throughout 

his work. The closing scene is horrible, a horror 

which attacks the nerves as Ibsen's never does. The 

a.r1mken father is carousing homeward ' il. the gray of 

early morning singing a song of his two beautiful 

daughters, not knowing that the older has just 

given birtl1 to a child dead, because of her excesses 

and that the other has rushed forth to commit suicide. 

Old Krause's maudlin song is frightful and not up . 

to the inexoralYJe tragic key of the preceding. 
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Hauptmann conforms to the German five act 

drflmatic structure in this j};ay as he does also 

in Einsame Henschen. To the devotee of the three 

act Ibsen form Hauptmann's action lacks concen

tration; it drifts off into talkt ness at times 

lWhich seems to dilute the power of certain dramati c 

effec ts. Hauptmann does not impress one as a 

• skillful technician. He is a dramatist by natural 

endowment as was Browning but does not know t'bJe 

theater in the same practical way that Ibsen, 

Sudermann and Pinero do. The years they spent as 

managers or actors gave them a mastery or the 

mechanics of play-bu ilding that Hauptmann lacks. 

He produces a great effect by the tEemendous drama

tic power inherent in the situation itself rather 

th~n by skillful detail of handling. 

Einsame Menschen has this diluted technique 

but it is rich in natural hmnanity. John vockerat 

has chosen the pretty old fashioned uneducated woman 

for his wife when he meets the new woman who i s his 

intellectual equal. He has t11e pettinesses that go 

with temperament and no one is big enough to wrest 

happiness or peace from the sitl'ation. 11 And thus we 

half men struggle." Anna Mahr, in comparison with 
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Rebecca West, and we associate them unconsciously, 

lacks power. Rebecca is older, has sinned and lived 

it down, has conquered herself as well as the other 

characters in the play. Beside her Anna s~ems un

sopl1isticated and helpless. She has caught the in

tellectual freedom of the Universities which does 

not make for action as does the freedom and danger 

of the mountains which surrounded Rebecca. 

It was not untill Die Weber was published 

tl1at Hauptm~nn achieved an international c utation . 

The ~Y is intensely local and temporal, so much so 

that the author wan obliged toP.4ny that it had any 

political significance. The emperor placed his 

veto upon it by forbidding army and government of

ficials to attend; speeches were made about it in 

the Reichstag, and the play was finally suppressed 

by the police. This official opposition but in~ 

creased the ~ular interest and people flocked to 

see it when the imperial restriction was removed. 

In book form the play soon ran thru thirty editions . 

It is worthy of this pro1ainence. The idea came from 

h 1:s own family experience and is to be found ex

pressed in the dedication to his father Robert 
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Hauptmann; "Your stories of my grandfather, who 

in his young days sat at the loom, a poor weaver 

like these here depicted, contained the germ of my 

drama. " Th'e play deals with the oppression of 

miserable SiJesian weavers by the vulgar middle 

clars owners. The situation is complicated by 

the introduction of power looms in some of the 

factories thus grinding down to utter starvation 

the "-and workers. such is the specific story, such 

is the very definite local situation. But the play 

does not stop there, nor is it a denunciation of 

capital's inhumanity to labor onJy. It is an 

arraignment of all oppression. The audience seeing 

Die Weber feels its individual responsibility for 

. the hunger of the world. All the ends and aims of 

ambition seem utterly vain when compared with the 

spectacle of hard-working honest folk starving. At 

last the lowest classes have found a spokesman, the 

new 11sturm and 'Tlrang" movement , a reform document. 

Here is the theater performing the noble function 

of which it is capable and worthy. There is no · 

attempt to solve the problem. Hauptmann is content 

to force us to realize the existence of tho evil ard 

to Cr ~a t ill HS a S ll S O 1' .:oci 'll l'uUponsi11il i ty. 
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great dramatist, but here is a great soul. The 

play disarms the critic. He becrunes a human being

no t caring for heros or technique, for acts or art . 

The sense of social guilt w11ich we of the t entieth 

century are just coming to feel, turns us from 

questions of aesthetics to questions of economic and 

social 'isponsibility. Twe are uninterested in the 

problem of a play without a hero and each act with 

a new set of characters. we staid self accussed 

before th~ 11 Jpic of hunger. 11 

In Hannele we have for the first tirne the hint 

of Hauptmann as mystic and poet.. One who loves our 

author will find his strongest characteristics blended 

here . The stromrealism of Die eber is to be found 

going hand in hand with the poetry, the idealism , the 

mystic suggestiveness of that later Play Die Versunkane 

Glocke . AB ever close to the heart of the Germanshe has 

here a penetrating insight into the mind and soul of a 

little peasant child. How 110 understands Hannele' s 

smallnesses and vanities, her desire to have fine clothes 

and be admired, the satisfaction in getting ahead of 

the village children. It is more the spectaclllar than 

the spiritual significance of he·1ven that has appealed 

to her. The onJ y ere a tur : w110 had shown any sort of 

kindnesR to the poor little waif becom s in her feverish 
-I3-



dream the image of the Savior . In objectifying 

Hannele ' s dream, her conception of the savior 

appears upon the stage . It is a daring and delicate 

thing to attempt. some of the critics arid the ever

present self-ctmsti tuted guardians of orthodoxy 

were horrified. An attempt to produce the play 

in New York was stopp d bY the police. It was 

nly after a private performance had received the 

hearty praise of the best critics that a publ ic 

performance was allowed. There would not be the 

same opposition now for we have become familiar 

with the Christ idea present~d on the stage in 

Mr. Kennedy's servant in the House . He has given 

a mucl1 les delicate and suggestive treatment of 

tlle da11gerous subject and the people have approved. 

Perhaps the attitude toward Hannele ould now be 

different. In Germany the play enjoyed a moderate 

popularity. Upon the occasion of a certain per

formance the actors refused to repeat the play so 

affected had they boon by it. This is a rare tri

but ~ to its spiritual power. However, t JarrY this 

spiritual power over the footlights , most elaborate 

theatrical machinery is needed. Unless the machinery 
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is superhumanly perfect there is danger of its 

becoming apparent and spoiling the high effect . 

It is a pity that its subtle and suggestive power 

is so dependent upon mechanics for it is conceived 

with all the reverence of a medieval priest pre

paring a miracle play tc J..; ave lrnrnan souls . Hauptmann 

has passed his miracle play thru t11e prism of psychol

ogy and it came fortl1 modern . 

Die versunkene Glocke won for Hauptmann a body 

of a<rnirers who had been repelled by his previous 

work. Realism was left behind and objectively viewed 

the piece was a pure delight revealing a fascinating 

world of myth and legend. Your scorner of problems 

modern ()r otherwise can here rev~l in a romantic 

atmo: sphere; can turn a deaf ear to humanity's 

cry and live in the realm of art . There is charming 

fancy, daring imagination and wonderful poetry to 

satisfy the adherent of t l e literary drama. For 

most of us however there is constant spiri~al 

suggestiveness . Your lover of humanity can find here as 

elsewhere in Hauptmann• s work the symPa.tlW with struggle, 

the yearning of the hurnan soul for the heights . Those 

-I5-
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German critics and others of t11eir sort, who love 

to ferret out al1egories have here a full chance to 

develop an elaborate syrnbolism. No ~finite ex-

planation of each act and character has served to 

make the poem any cle3rer to the writer, while most 

of these interpretations rob it of its greatest 

charm and suggestivemess. In spite of the differing 

opinions of the play its author was at last recog

nized by all, as an urunistakable genius. It became 

popular in book form and upon the stage. rt is the 

only one that can be said to have been presented with 

success in America. 

In :Fuhrmann Henschel and Rose Bernd,Hauptmann 

is again among his own Silesian peasants. Again 

t11ey fUrnish him material for tragedies. Teamster 

Hensc11el is a primitive ancl powerful nature standing 

forth in tragic greatness from most sordid surround~ 

ings. The facts of t11e play don't matter at all. 

Here is a strong warm-hearted man going to pieces 

before the doubts of a haunted mind. He is un

reasoning, great in his simplicity and majestic in 

his downfaJl. Rose Bernd is another dialect piece 

difficult for the English reader. It is as dark 

and painful as the preceding and as vital in its 
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grip on hurnan sUffering. Occasionally Fuhrmann 

Henschel is made tolerable by flashe:s of spiritual 

insight and if' not of beauty at least of truth. Rose 

Bernd is seldom thus re11ev1d. 

The plays already discussed represent 

half of Hauptmann's work. Up to this time 

he has published nineteen plays, an epic-drama, 

prometl1iden1os and two nouvelle, Bahnwarter Thiel 

and Der Apostel. These are interesting to the 

lover of Hauptmann because they all show the quiver

' ing syrnpathY with the downtro<:l< en; the yearning 

for the ideal . They are interesting to the critic 

also for theY show an astounding versatility. In 

America these plays aro unknown and it cannot be 

said that they add anything to bis European fame . 

Always intensely local, here Hauptmann is local 

only. He fails to rise to the universal in the 

local whicl1 makes Die Weber carry over the world. 

Within his own country however these plays are 

more or less known. They are known bee' use Haupt

mann has for a long time been regarded as the lead

ing literary man in Germany. Each new work has been 

eagerly avrai ted and carefully presented npon the 
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stage. such is not the case in America. Here 

Hauptmann is unknown to the average theate~-goer, 

few of his paays having been presented and then 

only scantilY attended. He is well known to your 

readers of plays but unfortunately these have not 

b ,come sufficiently numerous to encourage produc

tions . Of all the lesser plays the failure of 

Florian Geyer was most trying to the author. He 

had expended his best effort upon it and was for 

a tirne crus11ed by its unmistakable failure. The 

technique of Die Weber applied to the peasant's 

Revolt of 

atic drama. Hauptmann's attempts to 

are very interesting if not entirely successful. 

Der Biberpelz anu Der Rote Hahn do not show a 

mastery of the str11cture of comedy. 'I'l'le fun and 

there is much of it, lies in the characters. Das 

Friedensfest, an early play, and Micl1ael Kramer, 

completes the list of lesser plays. These are 

tragedies of interest, of power but not of entire 

greatness. 

Hauptmann's recent plays have been disapnoint-

ments to many of his admirers and critics. The lattmT 

are prone to expect from a man repetitions along lines 

of former successes. But Hauptmann never meets pre-
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conceived expectations. He surprises his followers 

and infuriates the critics. Elga was entirely 

-unlilrn anything he had done. He turned to the 

past, which he had done before with little success, 

and chose people of the aristocratic class. From 

these materials be constructed. a tragedy of mis

directed passion with a bloody close. • und Pippa 

Tanzt• gave the critics a full cJ'ance to exercise 

their powers. Here was symbolisrnlto be fought over, 

than which there is n finer field for critical ac

tivity. After the smoke of battle has cleared away 

there appears a plaY of undoubted symbolic intent. 

Die Versunkene Glocke made good sense when reviewed 

objectively as a story bi.it not so "Pippa". Hauptmann 

had some definite idea back of this fascinating 

Italiam sunbenm who danc4s thru the G-lass h'l'itchen 

of t11e Sil~sian mountains, but whether she represents 

art or sometl1ing else one het i ta tes to say. Onl~ 

the leading characters are symbolic. Tl1e minor 

ones are real glass blowers, ~lesh and blood working 

folk whom Hauptmann knows so well. All the person

ali tics are vivid ad the prose is filfer and poetic. 
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These characteristics make the play interesting 

even tho it is the most bewildering of'/111 Haupt-

mann•s. Kaiser KarJs Geisel reverts again to the 

past for subject matter and is written in the beau

tifuJ poetrv which Hauptmann sl1owed lhs mastery of in 

Die Vt~rsunkene Glocke. The plot of Hauptmann's 

latest play, Griselda, is familiar to us all. 

Chaucer's patient girl is made a German peasant

wornan with some sense of personal dignity. The 

motive for the Jrnsband ' s cruel tv is changed to 

jealousy of the new child whom he cannot bear to 

have come between him and the wife he loves so 

passionately. She is not sent away by the husband 

but leaves in indignation at being s])parated from 

her child. Her mother-love conquers her just 

res en trnen t 11owever and sl e re t11rn s di sgni sed as a 

scrub-woman to be near her child whicrfJrings about 

a joyous reconciliation. As before Hauptmann is 

not entirely at ease with court people but is at 

his best when dealing with the peasant girl and 

her humble farnil y. 

such are the plays of Hauptmann. Tho they 

are many his fame rests upon few; Die Weber, 

Hannele, Die Versunkene Glocke, Fuhrmann Henschel, 

and possibl~, Rose Bernd. In Europe they are 
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known thru reading and stage presentation. Here we 

can almost say they are known tl1ru reading on::::.ly. 

This is a great tribute to t11eir literary quality 

and leads one natUl'allY to question their technique. 

The cause maY be found in the state of managerial 

and lie taste out certainly Hauptmann• s t 'chnique, 

as such does not command enthusiastic approval. He is 
I 

not in the same class with Ibsen and Sudermann in this 

respect . He ha., all the instincts of ~dramatist but 

not the theatric sense or training. He deals with 

human souls, is a sculptor of flesh and blood, but 

acts and sc1~nes, entrances and curtGins are of minor 

consideration. Tl1ere' s none of the Sardou in this 

man blJt much of Browning. He is not the stern 

thinker that Ibsen is nor the chaste and certain 

workman. Neither in techniqU8 nor tragic effect 

,. 
{ 

is he equ:.il to Ibsen. His characters are appealing 

but not heroic. No one of them is as goeat in struggle 

as tragic in failure as Mrs. Alving or Rebecca West. 

He labors with greater joy in t11e task, if such a 

word as joY can be applied to his work , when we 

rnmembor the sad, priest- like f3ce of ttlhe man. It 

is usually rash to prophecy a man•s fl1ture rank, 

expccialJY when his work is unfinisl ed. JJ However if 

one may venture upon such rashness Hauptmann ought, 
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I think, to be ranked very high in th nnals of 

our recent dramatic revival. When all the confusion 

of being close to him has cleared awa;.,#rn will rank 

next to Ibsen, above all the others who so far have 

done their work. He will rank thus because 11e has 

writ ten streng and bem1tiful poetry ana ecause in 

all his plays, sad as most of them are, depressing 

as many of them are, he yet 11quickens <m.ur sertae of 

life; " he shows us human souls in struggle. r 
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Der Arme Heinrich, A Review by Paul H. Gruman. 
Poet Lore I6. 

Bulthaupt•s Interpretation of Hauptmann, P. H. Grumann. 
· Poet Lore I6. 

Gerhart Hauptnl' nn, Social Idealist. 
A. Henderson, Arena 33. 



Books Containing Chapters or Discussions. 

Brthel : Gesch. D. Li ter '· ture , Vol. 2. 

Lotlar: Das Deutsche Drama. 

Robertson: Hist . of Ger. Literature. 

Feanke: social Force in Gar . Literature. 

Meyer: Lit. d. I9 ten . Yahrhundert. 

Vogt: Gesch neut . Lit . Vol . 2. 

Konie: neut. r.~ t . Gescl1ichte. 

Haustein: Das jungste Deutschland. 

SchJenther: Hauptmann ( a biography) 

KieniJ :. Dramen d. Gegenwart. 

Heller : studies in Modern Ger . I.it. 

Kurschner : Das Lit. Kalendar I909. 

Litzrnann : Das de11t. Drama in d. li terariscben 

Bewegungen der Gegen art. 

Htmneker: The Iconoclasts. 

Witkowski: Das deut. Drama des I9 ten. Yahrhunderts. 

Bul t11aupt: Drarnatuegie das Shm1spiels. 



Hauptmann's Works. 

fr(,m Kurschners; Deutscher Literature Kalendar. 

r909. 
(Date is that of first appearance) 

Promethidenlos, '85. 

vor sonnenauf gang. 1 g9. 

Das Friedensfest, •90. 

Einsame Menschen, •9r. 
DiE Weber , '92. 

Hannele's Himmelfahrt, •92. 

Der Biberpelz, •93. 

College Crampton, 1 9~. 

Florian Geyer, 1 95. 

Der Apostel, Bahmwarter Thiel, •96. 

Fuhrmann Henschel, 1 9~. 

Schlucl1 und Jan, • oo. 

Mi cl1ael Kramer, • oo. 

Die Versunkene Glocke, 1 01. 

Der Rote Hahn, •or. 
Der Arme Heinrich, 1 02. 

Rose Bernd, 1 03. 

Elga, '05. 

Und Pippa Tanzt, 1 06 • . 
Die YU.ngfcrn vom Bischofsberp, 1 07. 

Kaiser Karl's Geisel, 1 0~. 

Griselda, 1 09. 
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